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Abstract 
Mono-implicit Runge-Kutta methods can be used to generate implicit Runge-Kutta-Nystr6m (IRKN) methods for the 
numerical solution of systems of second-order differential equations. The paper is concerned with the investigation of 
the conditions to be fulfilled by the mono-implicit Runge-Kutta (MIRK) method in order to generate a mono-implicit 
Runge-Kutta-Nystr6m method (MIRKN) that is P-stable. One of the main theoretical results is the property that MIRK 
methods (in standard form) cannot generate MIRKN methods (in standard form) of order greater than 4. Many examples 
of MIRKN methods generated by MIRK methods are presented. 
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I. Introduction 
Implicit Runge-Kutta (IRK) methods for first-order ODEs y '= f(t, y) have been studied exten- 
sively in the past. The reader is referred to [2] for an extensive review of these methods. The 
concept of MIRK methods has been introduced by van Bokhoven [21], where they were called 
implicit endpoint quadrature rules, and by Cash and Singhal [5]. Burrage et al. [1] give a complete 
characterization f some subsclasses of these methods having a number of stages s ~< 5. One of 
the main results of their paper is a proof that the order of an s-stage MIRK method is at most 
s + 1. Special classes of MIRK methods, where the stages are evaluated in equidistant points with 
integer values 0, 1,... ,s - 1 have been studied by the present authors [22]; they have shown that 
MIRK methods belonging to this subclass are completely equivalent to the previously introduced 
extended one-step methods [20, 13, 6, 7]. In [10] it has been shown that a one-parameter family 
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of double-stride L-stable methods of fourth-order, obtained by the coupling of three linear multistep 
methods [8] can also be included within the framework of MIRK methods. 
P-stable methods for second-order ODEs of the form y"= f(t, y) are constructed either by con- 
sidering so-called symmetric hybrid methods [3, 4, 9, 17-19] or by using IRKN methods [12]. In the 
two previous papers [23, 24] the present authors have studied a special class of four-stage fourth- 
order P-stable MIRKN methods, which are characterized by stages evaluated at abscissas having 
integer values in the range 0-3. In the present paper, MIRKN methods are generated from exist- 
ing MIRK methods. We investigate the conditions to be fulfilled by the MIRK method in order to 
generate a P-stable MIRKN method. One of the main results is the property that MIRK methods 
(in standard form) cannot generate MIRKN methods (in standard form) of order greater than 4. In 
Section 2 some definitions and general theorems conceming MIRK and MIRKN methods are given. 
Section 3 presents the conditions to generate, from MIRK methods, P-stable MIRKN methods, while 
in Section 4 examples of MIRKN methods, generated from previously published MIRK methods, 
are given. 
2. Definitions and theorems 
An implicit Runge-Kutta method (IRK) for the solution of the initial value problem y '= f(t, y), 
y(t0)= Y0, is of the form 
with 
s 
Yn+, = Y, + h ~ brf(t, + crh, Yr) 
r= l  
s 
Y~=y.+h~-~arjf(t.+cih, Yj), r - - l ,2  . . . . .  s. 
j= l  
An IRK is completely characterized by means of its Butcher tableau 
c A 
b v 
or, equivalently, by the triplet (c,A,b), where c,b E R s, A c ~s×s and s denotes the number of stages 
of the method. 
The following representation f IRK methods, known as parametrized IRK (PIRK) methods was 
presented by Muir et al. [16]: 
s 
Yn+l = yn + h Z brf(tn +crh, Yr), (2.1) 
r= l  
where for r = 1,2 .. . . .  s, 
s 
Yr=(l - Vr)y. +vryn+l +h~-~xr/f(t. + c/h, Yj), (2.2) 
j - - I  
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with/) E ~.  Hence, a s-stage PIRK method is completely determined by the tableau 
C1 
C2 
C3 
G 
/)1 X l l  
/)2 X21 
/-)3 X31 
/)s t xs l  
bl 
X12 • . . Xls 
X22 • . . X2s 
X32 • . . X3s 
Xs2 • . . Xss 
b2 "'" b~ 
(2.3) 
Comparing this representation with the description of a general IRK method by means of its Butcher 
tableau (c,A,b), it is easy to verify that for PIRK methods the relationship A =X+ vb T holds, i.e., 
aij = xij + vibj. By requiring that X be a strictly lower triangular matrix, one obtains mono-implicit 
Runge-Kutta methods in what we will call standard form (SMIRK methods). More generally, an 
IRK method expressed in the form of a PIRK method is said to be mono-implicit if X is strictly 
lower triangular after a possible rearrangment of the rows and columns of X and a corresponding 
rearrangement of the elements of c, v and b. 
Definition 1. (i) An IRK method with tableau (c,A, b) is mono-implicit n standard form (SMIRK) 
if there exists a strictly lower triangular matrix X E ~s×s and a vector v E Es such that A can be 
decomposed as 
A = X + v b T. (2.4) 
(ii) An IRK method with tableau (c,A,b) is mono-implicit (MIRK) if there exists a permutation 
matrix P C {0, 1} s×~ (ppT =pTp =i)  such that the IRK method with Butcher tableau (Pc, PApT, pb) 
is in standard form, i.e., there exists a strictly lower triangular matrix X and a vector v such that 
PAP y = X + vbWp T, (2.5) 
or, equivalently, 
A = PVXP + pTv b T. 
Thus, a MIRK method can be converted to an equivalent SMIRK by a permutation of the rows 
and columns of X and corresponding permutations of the elements of c, v and b. This corresponds 
to a relabelling of the stages of the MIRK method. 
The general form of a s-stage implicit Runge-Kutta-Nystr6m (IRKN) method for the solution of 
the initial value problem y" =f ( t ,y ) ,  y(to)= Yo, y'(t0)= y~, is 
Y~+1 = Yk + h y~ + h 2 ~ (bN)  i f (tk + (CN)i h, Yi), 
i=1  
s 
' ' Z (  Yk+, = yk+h bN)if(tk+(CN)ih, Yi), (2 .6 )  
i=1  
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whereby 
s 
Yi=y~+(CN) ihy~+h2Z(aN) i j f ( tk+(CN) jh ,  Yj) i :  1, 2 .... s. (2.7) 
j= l  
They can be represented in a compact way by their associated Butcher tableau 
CN A~_ 
which will also be represented by the quadruplet (cmAu, bN, bN). In order to distinguish the notation 
for MIRK and MIRKN methods, we have added a subscript N to the symbols occurring in the 
Butcher tableaus of MIRKN methods. 
An IRKN method can also be written in parametrized form, namely [24], 
Y, = [1 - (vN )i] y~ + (VN )i Yk+l + [(CN )i -- (VN )i -- (WN)i] h y'~ + (WN )i h Yk+l 
s 
+ h2 Z (xu)ij f(tk + (CN)j h, Yj), (2.8) 
j= l  
and is also characterized by the tableau 
C N I) N W N XN 
ON 
where VN and WN are vectors with components (VN)i and (WN)i, respectively, and where XN is 
a matrix with elements (XN)ij. The relation between the two forms is AN =XN + VNb~ + wNbTN •IfXN 
is strictly lower triangular then one obtains a system of equations that is implicit in the variables 
Y,+I and Y'n+l" If in addition VN = 0 or WN =-- O, then we will call the resultant methods with tableau 
(CN,AN,[~N, bN) standard mono-implicit RKN (SMIRKN) methods. 
Definition 2. (i) An IRKN method with tableau (cs,As,[ ,mbs) is mono-implicit in standard form 
(SMIRKN) if there exists a strictly lower triangular matrix XN E ~s×s and either a vector Vs E R ~ 
such that AN can be written as 
AN =AN + v~ b~, (2.9) 
or a vector WN C ~ such that AN can be written as 
AN = X N qt_ WN bTN" (2.10) 
(ii) An IRKN method with tableau (cu,AN,bu, bN) is mono-implicit (MIRKN) if there exists a 
permutation matrix P E {0, 1 }~×~ such that the IRKN method with Butcher tableau (PcN,PANP T, PbN, 
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PbN) is a SMIRKN method, i.e. there exists XN, VN such that 
PANP T = XN + vN ~pT,  (2.11) 
or there exists XN, WN such that 
PAN PT = XN + WN bT p T. (2.12) 
Thus, a MIRKN method can be converted to an equivalent SMIRKN method through a relabelling 
of its stages. 
Since a system of second-order differential equations of the type y" - - f (x ,  y, y') is equivalent 
with the first-order system y' =z  and z '=  f (x,  y,z), it is clear that any IRK method applied to the 
latter system can be seen as an IRKN method for the one-step integration of the former system. We 
say that such an IRKN method is generated by an IRK method. However, not all IRKN methods 
are generated by IRK methods [12]. The Butcher tableau of an IRKN method generated by an IRK 
method is itself completely determined by the Butcher tableau of the IRK method. Indeed, (see, 
e.g., [12, p. 260]): 
Theorem 3. I f  (c,A,b) with c, bE ~s,A C ~s×s is the Butcher tableau of a s-stage IRK method, 
then (CN,AN, bN, bN) with 
CN =C, bN =b, AN =A 2, b~ =bTA, (2.13) 
is the Butcher tableau of  a s-stage IRKN method 
From here onward, we only consider IRKN methods which are generated by IRK methods. Obvi- 
ously, the order of such an IRKN method is the same as the order of the underlying IRK method. 
The same property holds for the stage order, as may be seen from the following definition [12] and 
Theorem 3. 
Definition 4. An IRK method has stage order q >~ 1 if it is of order at least q and if the conditions 
1 
Ac k -  c k+l, k =O, 1 , . . . ,q -1 ,  
k+l  
are satisfied, whereby c k denotes the (column) vector with entries c~ ( i=  1,2,. . . ,s) and e=c ° 
denotes the vector with unit entries. 
An IRKN method has stage order q ~> 2 if it is of order at least q and if the conditions 
1 
ANCkN = eku +2, k=0,1  .... ,q -2 ,  
(k+ 1)(k +2)  
are satisfied. 
In contrast with order and stage order, the property of mono-implicitness is not automatically 
preserved in the process of constructing IRKN methods from IRK methods. Therefore, we want to 
investigate the conditions under which a SMIRK method can generate a SMIRKN method of type 
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(2.9) or (2.10). We want to consider also the more general problem of generating a MIRKN method 
of type (2.11) or (2.12) by a SMIRK method, or equivalently, generating a SMIRKN method of 
type (2.9) or type (2.10) by a MIRK method. This equivalence is made explicit by the following 
theorem: 
Theorem 5. Suppose the SMIRK method characterized by (c,A, b) generates a MIRKN method 
characterized by (¢N,AN, bN, bN), with permutation matrix P, strictly lower triangular matrix XN, 
and vector VN or WN such that PAN PT ---XN + VNbNTp T or PANP T =XN + wNbTN P7. Then the method 
characterized by (Pc, PApT, pb) is a M IRK method (with permutation matrix Q=pv)  that gen- 
erates a SMIRKN method characterized by (C'N,A'N,b'N,b'N) with strictly lower triangular matrix 
XN, and vector V u or WN, such that AtN =Y N -4- VNbN-tT or A N' =XN Jr- WNb N 
Proof. We first prove the theorem for the case of a MIRKN method of type (2.11). Since (c,A,b) 
characterizes a SMIRK method, there exist a X and v such that A = X + v b T. The generated MIRKN 
method with (CN,AN, bN, b) satisfies for a certain P, XN (strictly lower triangular), and VN condition 
(2.11), which due to (2.13) can be written as 
-T  T PAz P T = XN + VN buP = XN + VN b TAp T. (2.14) 
Substituting for A in terms of X, v and b, and rearranging, one finds 
X u = P[X + ( v - pT VN ) b T ] [X + v bT]p T. (2.15 )
We now consider the IRK method associated with the triplet (c',At, b p) with 
c ~=Pc, A '=PAP T, b p=Pb, 
and whereby P is the same permutation matrix as before. This method is a MIRK method since, 
one has 
pTA~p = A = X + v b T = X + vb~Tp, 
which is of the form (2.5) with permutation matrix pT. This MIRK method generates an IRKN 
method with quadruplet ' ' -' ' (ON,AN, bN, b N) whereby 
, , , =A'2 - IT  b,TAi, ' ----b'. C N : C , A N , b N : b N 
With the help of (2.14), it follows that 
t -T  T AN = (pApT )2 = pAzpT = XN + VN bNP • 
Since 
b ~ = b 'T A' -- b T pT pApT = b T ApT = ~T u pT, 
one finally obtains 
- tT  
AtN = X N ~- v u b N , 
which proves that ~ ' -' (CN,AN, bN, btN) characterizes a SMIRKN method with the same X:v and vN as 
before. 
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The proof for the case of a MIRKN method of type (2.12) goes in a completely analogous way. 
Instead of (2.14), however, the MIRKN should now be written as 
pA2p T = X N ÷ w N bTN PT, (2.16) 
and substituting on both sides the expression of A in terms of X and v, one obtains 
XN = P[X + v bT][x + v bT]p T -- WN bTp T. (2.17) 
The end of the proof proceeds analogously. [] 
Expressions (2.15) and (2.17) will be useful for proving certain existence conditions. From Theo- 
rem 5 it also follows that one should not be concerned with the generation of nonstandard MIRKN 
methods by nonstandard MIRK methods, since by means of a suitable permutation, it is always pos- 
sible to bring either the MIRK method or the MIRKN method into a standard form. In the following 
sections, we will investigate the particular case of SMIRKN methods generated by SMIRK methods. 
In [1] it is shown that the stage order of a SMIRK method is at most 3. More precisely, the 
following theorem is given there: 
Theorem 6. (i) A SMIRK method having at least stage order 2 must have cj =0 or cl = 1; 
(ii) A SMIRK method having at least stage order 3 must have x21 =0 and either cl =0,c2 = 1 
or (equivalently) cl = 1, cz = 0; 
(iii) the maximum stage order of  a s-stage MIRK method is rain(s,3). 
Since the stage order is preserved in the generation of MIRKN methods by MIRK methods, cer- 
tain statements of Theorem 6 related to MIRK methods can be straightforwardly transferred to the 
MIRKN methods generated by them. 
Theorem 7. (i) A MIRKN method generated by a SMIRK method having at least stage order 2, 
has at least stage order 2 and must have (CN)I =0 or (CN)I = 1; 
(ii) a MIRKN method generated by a SMIRK method having at least stage order 3, has at least 
stage order 3 and must have either (CN)I =0,(CN)2 = 1 or (equivalently) (CN)I = 1,(CN)2 =0;  
(iii) a SMIRKN method of  type (2.9) generated by a SMIRK method having stage order 3 must 
have (XN)21 = 0;  
(iv) a SMIRKN method of  type (2.10) generated by a SMIRK method having stage order 3 must 
have (CN)I = 0 , (ON)2  = 1 and (Xu)21 = 1/6; 
(v) the maximum stage order of  a s-stage MIRKN method generated by a SMIRK method is 
min( s, 3). 
Proof. (i), (ii) and (v) are an immediate consequence of Theorem 6 and the fact that C N = C. In 
the case of stage order 3, if the IRKN method generated by a SMIRK method is mono-implicit in 
standard form (with the exception of (XN)21 all elements on the first two rows of XN are necessar- 
-T  
ily zero) and of the type (2.9) with AN =XN + VNb N, the restriction of the stage order conditions 
ANe = C2N/2 and ANC~v = C3N/6 to the first two rows, leads for both possibilities given in (ii) to the 
common property that (XN)21 = 0. Similarly, if the generated SMIRKN has stage order 3 and is of 
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type (2.10) with AN =XN q-wNbTN, then the restriction of both stage order conditions to the first two 
rows immediately leads to (iv). [] 
For practical purposes it is important to impose stability conditions on the obtained MIRKN meth- 
ods. More in particular, it is natural to require that they are at least P-stable [15]. For completeness, 
we first recall some definitions regarding the linear stability of IRK and IRKN methods. 
Definition 8 (Lambert [ 14]). The (linear) stability function of an IRK method characterized by (c,A, 
b), is 
R(z)= 1 + zbT(I-  zA)-  le= I1 - z (A  -ebT)[ (2.18) 
II- zAI 
When applied to the scalar test equation y' -- 2y, a MIRK method can be written as Y,+I --- R(h2)yn. 
Definition 9 (Van der Houwen et al. [25]). The (linear) stability function of an IRKN method char- 
acterized by (CN,AN, bN, bN), is the 2 × 2 matrix function 
-T  -T  1 
[ l+Zbu( I - - zAu) - le  I +ZbN(I--ZAN )-  CN] 
M(z) = [zbTN( I _ ZAN)- ~e 1 +zbT(I --ZAN)- ~CN J" (2.19) 
For the scalar test equation y"= -22y ,  the MIRKN method reduces to 
Y~+~ J Y~' " 
The polynomial equation 
r 2 + Tr M(-h222 ) r + det M(-h222) = 0 
is called the characteristic equation of the method for the second-order test equation y"= -22y.  
Definition 10. An IRKN method is called P-stable if for all real z<0,  the two (complex conjugate) 
eigenvalues of M(z) fall on the unit circle in the complex plane. This is equivalent to with the two 
conditions 
detM(z) = 1 and (TrM(z)) z ~< 4 Vz<0. (2.20) 
It should be remarked that in the literature, one does not see Definition 10 for P-stability. An al- 
ternative definition is given in [15]. 
3. The generation of P-stable SMIRKN methods by SMIRK methods 
In this section we consider the specific problem of the generation of P-stable SMIRKN methods 
by SMIRK methods. Our aim is to express the conditions of mono-implicitness and P-stability of the 
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IRKN method in terms of the characteristics of the underlying IRK method solely. The following 
lemma will help to set up existence conditions for the case whereby a SMIRKN method of type 
(2.9) is generated. 
Lemma 11. A s-stage SMIRK method that generates a SMIRKN method of type (2.9) is char- 
acterized by vectors b, v and a strictly lower triangular matrix X which satisfy 
bTXm+2v=O Vm E {0, 1,2,...}. (3.1) 
Proof. From Eq. (2.15) in which P is replaced by the identity matrix, namely, 
XN = [X + (V -- vN )br][x + vbT], 
and the fact that (Xu)ij = 0 for all 1 ~< i ~< j ~< s, one obtains the following expressions for (Vu)i (i = 1, 
2 . . . .  , s ) :  
(Xv)ibj+(XZ)iJ Vi, j: 1 ~ i<. j< .s .  
( VN ) i -~- V i "~- (3.2) (bTv) bj + (bTX)j 
Clearly, (X2)ij = 0 for all 1 ~< i ~< j + 1 ~< s and (bTX)s = 0. Furthermore, we can assume that b~ ¢ 0, 
since otherwise 
b~ = (bVA)~ = (bTX)s + (bTv)bs = O, 
showing that the number of effective stages is reduced. Therefore, (3.2) yields 
( Xv )~ 
(VN)i=Vi+ bT~- , i= l ,2 , . . . ,S ,  (3.3) 
whereas, for i=  1,2 .... , s -  1, the consistency of (3.2) implies that 
(Xv)~ bj (Xv)~ 
= bT-----~- , V j= i , i+  1, . . . ,s- -  1, (bTv)bj + (bTX)j 
or, equivalently, 
(Xv)~ (bTX)j = O, Vj=i , i+ l , . . . , s -1  ( i=  1 ,2 , . . . , s -  1). (3.4) 
For each value of the index i, there are two possible ways to satisfy (3.4): either by (Xv)i = 0 or 
by (bTX)j =0 for all j= i , i+  1, . . . , s -  1. 
Since (Xv)l -- 0, let k E {2, 3,... ,s} be the integer defined by the property that (Xv)i = 0 for i = 1,2, 
.. . .  k -  1, and (Xv)k ~ O. Notice that other components (Xv)i with i>k  might be zero as well. Then, 
for (3.4) to be fullfilled for all i-- 1,2 .... , s -  1, one must have 
(Xv)i=O for i=  1,2 .... , k -  1, (3.5) 
(bTX)i =0 for i=k ,k  + 1,...,s. 
Hence, independent of the value of k, one has 
S 
(bTX)~(Xv)i = bTX2v = O. (3.6) 
i= l  
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Furthermore, since for m--- 1,2,..., s the equality (xm)ij = 0 is satisfied for all max{ i -  m + 1, 1 } ~< j 
~< s, one finds 
bTX + 2v = (bTX) , (X ' ) i j (Xv) j  = O. 
i,j= 1 
Equalities (3.6) and (3.7) together prove the theorem. [] 
(3.7) 
In addition, we remark that the value of k in (3.5) has implications on the structure of the vectors 
bTx and Xv. Indeed, the upper k -  1 components of Xv and the s -  k + 1 rightmost components of 
bTx are zero, and therefore 
xs-k+2v=O, bTXk=0 T, kE{2,3, . . . ,s},  
whereby 0 denotes the null vector. In particular, if k has the lowest possible value 2, it follows that 
bTX 2 = 0 T. [] 
We now derive similar results for the case whereby a SMIRK method generates a SMIRKN 
method of type (2.10). 
Lemma 12. A s-stage SMIRK method that generates a SMIRKN method of  type (2.10) is char- 
acterized by vectors b, v and a strictly lower triangular matrix X which satisfy 
bTxm+lv=O Vm ,>- O. (3.8) 
Proof. In this case, taking into account hat (X2)ij =0  for j > / i -  1, (2.17) with P the identity 
matrix reduces to 
(Xu)i j=vi(bTX)j+(Xv)ibj+(bTv)vibj--(WN)ibj=O, Vi, j: 1 <~ i < j <~ s. 
As (bTX)~ = 0, and assuming again that bs ¢ O, it follows in particular that 
( Yv  )i 
(WN)i = (Yv)i  ~- (b Tv)vi "4- by---- ~ ,  Vi = 1 ,2 , . . . ,  s, 
whereas consistency simply requires that for all i = 1,2 .... , s -  1, 
vi(bTX)j=O V j= i , i+  l ....  ,s- -1.  (3.9) 
Let k E { 1,2,... ,s} now be the integer such that vl = v2 . . . . .  vk-1 = 0 and vk ~ 0. Then it follows 
from (3.9) that 
v i=0 for i=  1 ,2 , . . . , k -  1, (3.10) 
(bTX)i=O for i=k ,k  + l .... ,s. 
As an immediate consequence of (3.10), one obtains 
bTXv = O. 
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Note that this property also follows directly from (3.9) by choosing j = i and taking the sum for 
i running from 1 to s. Finally, by the same argument as in the proof of Lemma 11, it is readily 
shown that 
bTXm+lv----O Vm E {1,2,...}. 
Combination of the last two results yields (3.8). It is also straightforward to show that, depending 
on the value of k in (3.10), 
XS-k+lv=O, brX k=O v, kE{1,2 , . . . , s} .  
For k = 1, the lowest possible value of k, one has bTX = 0 "r. [] 
We now focus on the property of P-stability and its implications with respect o the underlying 
SMIRK method. Our first step consists in highlighting the relationship between the (linear) stability 
functions of, respectively, the IRK method and the IRKN method generated by it [25]. 
Theorem 13. I f  an IRKN method is generated by an IRK method with Butcher tableau (c,A,b) 
and with stage order at least 1, then 
and where R(Z) is the 2 x 2 matrix function obtained by replacino the real variable z by the matrix 
Z in the formal series development of  R(z) in powers of  z, i.e., 
O(3 
R(Z) •12 + E zJ+lbTAJe. (3.12)  
j=0 
Proof. Since Z 2 -~-zI2, also Z 2k :zkI2 and Z 2k+l =zkZ. Hence, we obtain on account of (3.12), 
R(Z)=I2 + zJb'rA2Je Z+ zS+lbTA2j+le 12 
\s=o / \s=o / 
Z oo j-T j ] = 1 + ~-~j=O z buANe ~?=ozJbTAZJe 
j ,  _ + z ET_  0 zJb A cN 1 Z E j  :0  Z ON.fiNe 1 s -
whereby use has been made of (2.13) and Ae = c. Furthermore, since 
O(3 (3O OO j-T j 
E zJ b T A2@ = I + Z zJ+ l b T AZJ+ 2 e = l + z E z bNAxCN, 
j=0 j=0 j=0 
the stated relationship follows immediately. [] 
The conditions for P-stability of an IRKN method generated by an IRK method can be reformulated 
as conditions on the stability function of the IRK method solely. 
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Theorem 14. An IRKN method generated by an IRK  method is P-stable i f  IR(u)l = 1 for  all u on 
the imaginary axis. 
Proof. There exists a similarity transformation that diagonalizes the 2 × 2 matrix Z: 
[o o] Z = Q-1D(z)Q with D(z) = -x /z  " 
Since R(u) can be expressed as a convergent power series of u, one obtains 
M(z)  = R(Z) = R(Q-1D(z)Q) = Q-1R(D(z))Q 
or  
QM(z)Q -1 =R(D(z)) .  
In the same way as in the proof of Theorem 13 one can show that 
Therefore, 
and 
o l)= o 1 
0 R(-v% 
det M ( z ) = det( QM ( z )Q -1 ) = det R( D( z ) ) = R( x/z )R( -  x/ z ) 
Tr M(z) = Tr( QM ( z )Q -1 ) = Tr R( D( z ) ) = R( x/ z ) + R( - x/~ ). 
Hence, P-stability requires that 
R(v /~)R( -v~) -  - 1 and (R(v~)+R( -x /~) ) :  ~< 4 
The left equality in (3.13) is equivalent to 
R(i~ I~zl)R(-i~ I~zl)=l Vz Y ' '  v ' '  
o r  
Vz<O. (3.13) 
. /7"7  
[R(ix/Iz[)[ = 1 Vz ~ ff~, 
or, IR(u)l = 1 for all u on the imaginary axis. Notice that by setting R(+ix /~)= U(Izl) + iv(N), 
this equality is also equivalent to U2([z[ ) + V2([z[) = 1 for all z E •. Consequently, 
(R( iv /~ l )+R( - i f f~ l ) )2=(2U( Iz l ) )  2 ~ 4 VzE~ 
which proves that the rightmost inequality in (3.13) is then automatically satisfied. [] 
The following sufficient criterion for P-stability of a IRKN method generated by a IRK method 
has been given by Gladwell and Thomas [11]. 
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Theorem 15. / f  the stability function R(z) of an s-stage IRK method is of the form R(z) = P(z)/ 
P ( - z )  with P a polynomial in z of degree s, then the IRKN method that is generated from it is 
P-stable. 
Our next step consists in expressing the stability function R(z) of a SMIRK method in terms of 
its defining characteristics b, X and v. The following result has been given in [16]. 
Theorem 16. The stability function R(z) of an s-stage SMIRK method can be written as 
v-~s--1 j bTXJ(v e) 1 -z2_~j=o z
R(z)= l _ z  E~_9ozJ bTXJ v 
(3.14) 
On account of Theorem 14, a SMIRK method that generates a P-stable SMIRKN method, whether 
it is one of type (2.9) or of type (2.10), must have a stability function R(u) with modulus 1 for all 
u on the imaginary axis. Consequently, by setting u = it with t E •, the SMIRKN is P-stable if the 
equality 
L(s-~)/2J Lsl2J-1 e) 2 
1+ ~ ( - lyt2J+2bTX2j+l(v-e) - i t  ~ (--1)Jt2JbTx2J(v -
j=0 j=0 
[(s-1)/2J Is/2] - 1 ) jt2jbTX2jv 2 
- -1+ Z (-1)Jt2J+2bTX2j+mv- it ~ ( -1  =0 (3.15) 
j=0  j=0 
is identically satisfied for all t E R. Notice that the left-hand side of (3.15) is an even polynomial 
in t of degree at most 2s. Hence, the condition for P-stability of the SMIRKN method is equivalent 
to at most s + 1 conditions to be satisfied by the X, b and v of the underlying SMIRK method. The 
condition emerging from the constant erm in (3.15) (i.e., the term in t o ) is trivially satisfied. We 
will now show that, depending on the order of the method, more conditions out of the set induced 
by (3.15) are identically satisfied. 
Theorem 17. I f  a SMIRKN method has order p>~2, the term in t 2j on the left-hand side of(3.15) 
identically vanishes for all 1 <<, j <~ Lp/2J. 
Proof. Clearly, (3.15) is the equality IR(it)[ 2 - 1 = 0 expressed in terms of the matrix X. If, however, 
by means of (2.18) and an infinite series expansion for ( I - zA)  -I with z-- i t ,  this same equality is 
reexpressed in terms of the matrix A, one obtains 
oo 
R(it) = 1 + it ~ (it)JbTAJe 
j=O 
oo o¢3 
= 1 - t 2 y~ ( -  1 )Jt2JbTA2j+le + it ~ (-- 1 )Jt2JbTA2Je. 
j=0 j=0 
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If the SMIRK method has order p, then in particular the order conditions 
bTAk e _ 1 
(k+l ) !  
vkc {o,1,...,p- 1} 
are satisfied. Hence, 
o~ oo . t2J 
1 - t 2 ~(-1) J t2 JbTA2J+le = 1 - t 2 Z( -1 ) J  (2 j~2) !  + (9((tz)lP/2J+l) 
j=0  j=0 
---- cos t + C((t2) tp/2j+l) 
and 
oo c~ tZJ+l 
t y~ ( -  1 )Jt2JbTAZJe = ~ ( -  1 )J (2j + 1 )! 
j=o  j=0 
- -  ÷ (_9( t( t2 ) [ (p+ I )/2 J ) 
= sin t + (9((t2) L(p+I)/2j ). 
Clearly, the given order conditions imply that 
IR(it)l 2 = 1 + (9((t2) tp/21+l), 
which proves the theorem. [2 
We are now able to give the fundamental theorem concerning the existence of P-stable SMIRKN 
methods generated by SMIRK methods. 
Theorem 18. A P-stable SMIRKN method o f  type (2.9) 9enerated by a SMIRK method can have 
at most order 4 and a P-stable SMIRKN method o f  type (2.10) 9enerated by a SMIRK method 
can have at most order 2. 
Proof. In the case of a SMIRKN method of type (2.9), it is known from Lemma 11 that bTXm+2v = 0 
for all integer m ~>0. Hence, the second part on the left-hand side of (3.15) reduces to a polynomial 
with terms solely in t °, t 2 and t 4. Clearly, (3.15) is only identically satisfied for all t E ~ if also the 
first part reduces to a polynomial in t of degree at most 4. Hence, one necessarily has that 
bTXm+2e=O Vm C {0, 1,2 .... }. (3.16) 
from which one obtains 
1 -zbT(v  -- e) --zZbTX(v - e) 
R(z)  = 1 - zbTv -- z2bTXv 
Since the numerator and denominator of R(z)  are both of degree not greater than 2, this rational 
function is at most an order 4 approximation to exp(z) (see, e.g., [14, p. 233]), from which the first 
part of the theorem follows. If, moreover, the maximum order 4 is attained, the stability function 
R(z) is the R22 Pad6 approximant of exp(z). 
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Likewise, it follows from Lemma 12 and the P-stability condition (3.15) that for methods of the 
type (2.10) the numerator and denominator of R(z)  are at most linear in z, giving the second part 
of the theorem. D 
It should be remarked that similar arguments do not apply to the case of nonstandard MIRKN 
methods generated by SMIRK methods and so far we have not been able to find for the order of 
such methods an upper bound that is strictly lower than the trivial bound of twice the number of 
stages. 
4. Examples of P-stable SMIRKN methods 
(Xv)i = 0 
(bTX)i = 0 
Then the choice 
A complete classification of the SMIRKN methods which are generated by SMIRK methods and 
which are of order at most 4, can be done with the help of symbolic computing packages. Since it is 
impossible to describe all these methods in a concise way, we have taken the option to consider here 
only certain families of SMIRK methods which have been reported on recently in the literature [1, 
21, 10] and to generate from them P-stable SMIRKN methods of the type (2.9). To that aim, we 
shall require that (3.15) be identically satisfied for all real t, which ensures the P-stability of the 
generated IRKN method. Furthermore, we shall require that a k E {2,3 .... ,s} exists such that 
for i=  1,2 . . . . .  k -  1, (4.1) 
for i=k ,k  + 1,. . . ,s.  
( X1) ) i 
(VN)i = Vi + bT--~--, i---- 1,2,...,s, (4.2) 
ensures that the generated IRKN method is a SMIRKN method. 
4.1. SMIRKN methods with one stage 
For the class of one-stage SMIRK methods, a family of methods of at least order 1, including the 
explicit and implicit Euler methods, is obtained when bl = 1, vl ---Cl with cl left as free parameter 
gives the unique one-stage SMIRK method of order 2, i.e., the midpoint and Xll = 0. Choosing Cl = 
rule [1]. Since X - -0 ,  condition (4.1) is trivially satisfied and according to (4.2) the choice (VN)I = Vl 
has to be made. On the other hand, the P-stability condition (3.15) which reduces to 
I 1 - i tb l (V l -  1)l z -  11 - i tb lv l l2=O VtE~ 
1 is identically satisfied if and only if Vl--i" Hence, the only P-stable one-stage SMIRKN method 
generated by the given family of SMIRK methods has order 2 and is characterized by the tableau 
1 1 ~ 0 0 
1 
2 
1 
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The stability function of the SMIRK method is the R11 Pad6 approximant of exp(z) and the charac- 
teristic equation of the SMIRKN method is given by 
r2 -2  1 -h222/2r+l=O.  
1+h222/2 
4.2. SMIRKN methods with two stages 
There exists a one-parameter family of second-order, two-stage SMIRK methods [21 ], characterized 
1 by X = 0, Cl = vl = 0, b2 -- 1 - bl and c2 = v2 = 1/(2bl - 2), where bl is the free parameter. For bl = 
the method reduces to the trapezoidal rule, which has stage order 2. 
As X - -0 ,  it follows from Theorem 17 that (3.15) is, irrespective of the value of bl, identically 
satisfied. Also (4.1) is trivially satisfied and consequently, the choice (Vs)l = Vl, (Vs)2 = vz, leads to 
the one-parameter family of P-stable SMIRKN methods characterized by the tableau 
0 
1 
2(1 -b l )  
0 
1 
0 0 
0 0 
½61 
b~ 
0 
0 
1 1 5 -- 5bl 
1 -b l  
Since for any bl, the stability function R(z) of the SMIRK method is the Rll Pad6 approximant 
of exp(z), the order cannot be increased by giving bl an appropriate value. Burrage et al. [1] have 
reported a one-parameter family of two-stage third-order SMIRK methods. However, the P-stability 
condition (3.15) cannot be fulfilled for any particular choice of the parameters present. 
4.3. SMIRKN methods with three stayes 
Burrage et al. [1] cite a family of third-order SMIRK methods with stage order at least 2, char- 
acterized by the tableau 
1 
C2 
C3 
1 
C2(2 -- C2) 
V3 
0 0 0 
c2(c2 - 1) 0 0 
C3(C3 --2C2)+V3(2C2-- l )  V3+C3(C3--2) 0 
2(1 --C~) 2(C2- -1)  
6c2c ~-3c~-3c~+2 3c~--1  3c 2 -  1 
6(c2--1)(c3 -- 1) 6(c2--1)(c2--c3) 6(c3 -- 1) (c3- -c2)  
where c2, c3 and o 3 are the free parameters, with the restriction that 1, C2 and (33 are all different. 
Stage order 3 is obtained when c2--0 and v3--c32(3- 2c3). 
Since (Xv)l =0 and (bZX)3--~0, condition (4.1) can be realized if either (Xv)2=x21Vl=O or 
(brX)2 = b3x32 ~-0. Since Vl----1 and c2 ~ 1, the first possibility is equivalent with c2 = 0, whereas 
the second possibility, assuming b3 ~ 0 (otherwise the number of stages would be reduced), is 
equivalent to v3 -- c3(2 - c3 ). 
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On account of Theorem 17 and the property X 3 = 0, the polynomial on the left-hand side of (3.15) 
reduces to the single term 
(bTXe)[bTX(2v - e)]t 4. 
Hence, the generated method will be P-stable if at least one of the factors bXXe and bTX(2v-  e) 
is zero. When c2 = 0, bTXe=O is equivalent o v3 =c3, whereas bTX(2v-  e)----0 is equivalent o 
C3(1--c3)=0. The latter possibility is excluded since by assumption c3 # 1 and c3 #c2- -0 .  When 
V3 = C3(2- C3), it is easy to verify that bTXe = bTX(2v-  e)= - 1, and P-stability cannot be realized. 
In conclusion, the only P-stable SMIRKN methods that can be generated from the given family 
of SMIRK methods, are those corresponding to the choice 
C 2 ~ O,  V 3 = C 3. 
With the help of (4.2) one obtains the following characterizing tableau: 
1 
0 
C3 
1 0 
0 0 
0 
I 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
c3(c3 - 1) c3(1 -c3)  0 
12 12 
2c~ - 1 4c~ - 1 1 
12(c3 -- 1) 12c3 12c3(c3 -- 1) 
3c~ - -2  3c~- -1  1 
6(c3 -- 1) 6c3 6 (c3 - -1 )c3  
whereas the characteristic equation reads 
r 2 - -  2 
1 - 5/12h222 + 1/144h424 
1 + 1/12h222 + 1/144h424r + 1 =0. 
1 It can be verified that for c3 = ~ a three-stage, order 4, stage order 3 SMIRKN method is obtained. 
4.4. SMIRKN methods with four stages 
The present authors have constructed a four-parameter family of four-stage SMIRK methods of 
order at least 4 and having stage order 2. The parameters are c3, Ca, v3 and X43 also denoted by 0, with 
the restriction that C3¢C4, C 3 ~ {0,  1 ,  1}  and c4 q~ {0, 1}. The family is characterized by the tableau: 
0 
1 
¢3 
C4 
0 
1 
V3 
(D 
c3- +2c  
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
1 2 1 1 2 1 c3-- ~c 3 - ~v3 ~c 3 - ~v3 0 0 
c3 - 3~ + 2c~ P 0 0 c3 -- 3c 2 + 2c 3 
3 // 2c 4 -- 1 1 -- 2c;~ 
12c3c4 12(1 -- c3)(1 -- ca) 12c3(c4 -- c3)(1 -- c3) 12c4(ca -- c3)(1 -- c4) 
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where 
o9 = -3c2c4 + 2c~c4 + 3c3 c2 - 2c3c34 - 6c20 + 24c~0 - 30c40 + 12c~0 + c4/.) 3- -  3C2V3 + 2C3V3, 
= 1(2C3C4 -- 3C~C4 + 2C~C4 __ 4C3C 2 + 3C3C 422__ 2C~C24 + 2C3C34 __ 2C30 
+ 14C20- 34C~0 + 34C40-  12C~0- C4/) 3 -~- 3C~V3- 2C43V3 ), 
1 2 --2C~C4--2C3C24 22 p= 5(3C3C4 -- 3C3C 4 + 2C~C24 + 2C3C34 +4C~0 
-- 18C~0 + 26C40 - 12C530--C4V3 + 3C24V3- 2C43V3), 
~= 1 --2(C3 +¢4)+6¢3¢4 , f l=3  --4(C3 "~¢4)-'~-6¢3¢4. 
By choosing v3 = c32(3- 2c3), one obtains the three-parameter family of four-stage SMIRK methods 
of order at least 4 and having stage order 3, which has been reported on by Burrage et al. [1]. 
Since (XV)l = (Xv)2 = (bTX)4 = 0, (4.1) is satisfied if either (Xv)3 = 0 which is equivalent to v3 = c~ 
or (baX)3 = 0 which is equivalent to 0 = 0 (b4 is assumed ifferent from zero). 
On account of Theorem 17 and the property X 3 = 0, the polynomial on the left-hand side of (3.15) 
reduces to the single term 
(bTX2e)[bTX2(2v - e)]t 6. 
If 0 = 0, then X 2= 0 and the generated SMIRKN method is P-stable. If v3 = c32 the only nonzero 
element of X 2 is (X2)41 =0(2c3-c~-v3) /2  and since b4¢0 and Vl=0, P-stability can only be 
ensured if v3 -- 2c3 - c~, hence if c3 -- 0 or c3 = 1. These values being excluded, the P-stable SMIRKN 
methods that can be generated from the given family of SMIRK methods correspond to the choice 
0 = 0 and they are characterized by the tableau: 
with 
0 
1 
C3 
C4 
0 0 
1 0 
o 
c4 2 o 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
1 C2 3 + o o 
-x  ~c 0 0 
~b 2c4 -- 1 2c~ -- 1 
24C3C4 24(C3 -- 1)(C4 -- 1) 24C3(C3 -- C4)(C3 -- l )  24C4(C3 --C4)(¢ 4 -- 1) 
6 fl 2C4 -- 1 1 -- 2C~ 
12C3C4 12(1 -- C3)(1 --C4) 12C3(C4--C3)(1 - -C3) 12C4(C4 -- C3)(1 - -C4) 
~-  8C3C4 - -  2(C3 + c4) + 1, 
~t = 4c3c4 -- 2(c3 + c4) + 1, 
C4(2C~C 4 -[- 3C~ - -  3C2C4 - -  2c3c  4 ~-  2c3 C2 - -  2c2/ )3  - - / )3  At- 3c4v3 - - 2c ] )  
Kz  
12C3(C3- 1)(2C3 -- 1) 
and whereby c3 ~ {0, 1, 1}, c4 ~ {0, 1} and v3 are the free parameters. All these SMIRKN methods 
have order 4 and stage order at least 2. Choosing v3 --c32(3 -2¢3) results in SMIRKN methods with 
stage order 3. 
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As a final example, we consider the generation of four-stage SMIRKN methods corresponding 
with two coinciding ci values. They cannot directly be obtained as special cases of the previous 
example. Instead, they can be generated from the so-called double-stride, four-stage, order 4, stage 
order 2 SMIRK methods which have been constructed and classified by the present authors [10]. 
One of these families of SMIRK methods is defined by the tableau 
0 
1 
! 
q 
3s 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
3q -- 4t q -- 4t 0 0 
8q 8q 
- - lO -24t+12s+27q 2-- 24t + 12s+9q 2(--1 +3t  +3s) 0 
24(--2 + 3q) 24(--2 + 3q) 3(--2 + 3q) 
1 1 2 
6 6 q ~-q 
where s, t and q q~ {0, 32- } are the free parameters. Proceeding in exactly the same way as before, one 
can first show that (4.1) is satified if either s = ~ - t or q = 4t. Only the first possibility is compatible 
with the requirement of P-stability and the corresponding two-parameter family of SMIRKN methods 
is characterized by the tableau 
0 0 
1 0 
1 0 
1 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
4t -- q 4t - q 0 0 
48q 48q 
( -2  + 12t-- 3q) (--2 + 12t-- 3q) 2(--1 +3t  +3s) 0 
48(--2 + 3q) 48(--2 + 3q) 3(--2 + 3q) 
1 0 q 1 q 
6 2 3 2 
1 1 2 
6 6 q 3 q 
The stage order is at least 2; stage order 3 can only be obtained when q = 2t. 
5. Conc lus ions  
In this paper we have considered the conditions to be imposed on a SMIRK method to guarantee 
that it will generate a P-stable SMIRKN method. These conditions imply the existence of some order 
barriers for the methods considered. The requirement, however, that the generated MIRKN method 
be in standard form is, from the practical point of view, not relevant. As a matter of fact, since 
MIRKN methods can be easily converted to SMIRKN methods through a relabelling of the stages, 
it would be of interest o investigate the more general problem of generating MIRKN methods from 
SMIRK methods. Although in this case there are indications that methods of order higher than 4 
might exist, we have at present, not been able to prove any order barriers. 
Finally, it should be mentioned that numerical experiments have been carried out with some of 
the P-stable SMIRKN methods given in the present paper. Their behaviour is in complete agreement 
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with the results we obtained in earlier experiments [23, 24] and which are related to SMIRKN 
methods for which the c;'s take integer values. 
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